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SUMMARIES OF E ECHES

THE CHALLENGE OF EDUJATIONAL LEADERSHIP: -

State'Boards and ReSults Oriented Management

br

T. H. Bell
U. S. Commispioner of Education

I would like first of all to express my appreciation fur your
invitation to .deliver this con'tention's opening address. My sense

of the strategic importance of leadership by State boards of educa-

tion, and my longstanding concern with the problems of educion
leadership in our country, make this opportunity a particularly
gratifying one for me.

There are a number of extremely critical areas where the Stated

have been negligent.. I can't miss an opportunitysuch as this to tell

you of these shortcomings -- as I perceive them to be -- and to urge

you to become aggressive advocates for change.

. - .

I am convinced that State boards
.

of education must take a tough,
.

utterly unequivocal position on some of the gross ineqUlities that we

have let stand for so loilg. I believe you must be more than advocates

for improvements in education. 'I believe you must be activists..

The five most critical problems and performance gaps upon which

your activism should focus are these:

1. School finance equity
2. School district organization and boundaries

3. Collective bargaining in education
4. Education of handicapped. children
5. Performance ccountabilitY in 'education

# School finance'equity stands as a problem we all.recognize. We

agree that the differences in local property tax revenues avaifab1e _-

per student from one school district to another represents the most

blatant injustice. But it's like- the weather. We all talk about

school finalice inequities, but no on Seems willing to do much about

its
f -\

No State board of,edvcation should tolerate the injustice foisted

upon school children through an inadequate or non - existent school

finance formula. So I urge you, in the strongest and most compelling

language that' I can use -- Please take up this challenge.

O

-1:
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Please standetall and tough and speak to youtIegislators
and governor& in an increasingly loud voLic'e on thisAilatter.., .

*
.

Until every one of the SO State education systems builds, its

house on the solid. loundatiod-of a_modern_school financi'MTWula,
much or'whii-ever else we do wiTT saTaiia slice for' lack of-this-

. rarm and lasting supOort.

We have been searching for equity and fairness and for equality
Pt opportunity -though the sixties° and thus far in the seiyenties. But
this great equity movement will not see its full fruition until the
State leislatures enact schobl finance laws that are fair and just
aWXFognizant of the variaTIVidTFr-6iir7FF4TF7

# School distrittsorgafiization and boundaries represent th%
second problem area recruirink the attention of State_boards of
education.

We have far .too many school districts in the United States. .
Mangy small, administratively weak and costly school systems should
be'reorganized and consolidated into larger, More.effjcient units.
On the other ,hand, we have same monstrously large school systems that
should be broken down into units oflmore reasonable size.

Many of our school district boundaries\don't make any sense.
They have stood -tbo Tong. They need the attention bf active- and
courageous State, Boards.

The wrath of those wto oppose these necessary changei must be.
matched by your righteous wrath that tells you that yoti'can no longer
neglect .your duty as a State board member with an obligation to
stav6uv foi' progress and for sound educat.ional practice.

'A

It's time to consolidate the small districts and change, the
boundaries in our great metropolitan areas. It's tImfito.sel.up
our school systems to fape the future. This isn't easy. YO:u know"

you will be attacked and mtll be the center of a big brawl: But the
time is ripe, and you and your State boaTdcolleagues
deep. down inside, that you are doing what ought to be' done. -r

#1 turn now to the third problem area:- ,Collective Bargaining in
Educatton.

Teacher and school employee organization for bargaining purposes
is here to stay. Teacher militancy has emerged in its present form
over the past few yearq, and collective bargaining in education is
fast becoming a fact af life in many States. Some very long,- inexcu-
sably long, school' shutdowns have occurred because of- poor State :

supervision and assistance. We need_fair 41111.equitable State laws
that protect students from undue disruption in the teaching-learning.
process.

# Education' of Ilandicapped children is my fourth item-of.concern
in todars world of education.,
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_Itis hardeto believe that more than three Million hapdicapped
children are nt being served by education in our country. Mapy.
parent*of the handicapped Have gone to court to compel recogniefonN\ .

_cf the education need's of their children. State policy should res-
pond _to these needs Without court :action.

. ..

The fifth and last 'item on my .list,ofperformance gaps isa bit
. .

.more.diffiCult tb *describe and define than the others. It has to

do with our standards,Our measurements, our discipline, and our /
.

'vigor in- education.

I believe firmly that when peormance is measured, performance

. -.

.

.

, improyes. ,I believe, moreover, that when performance is measured, .

-,and the results are reported, back, the rate of improvement accelerates

. \ If we are to
.

have
.

a well managed system o'f, education we must

have standards. by which.we. measure and determine our progress.
,t- . . .

^ ,

State bodrds of _education should not hesitate tdb lay down the

1 Jaw on performance accountability. As long as they do it in a .posiiive,
.rea-sonable, and uplifting way.. ' .

, .

CY

, . .

Conclusioti-
I.

ra.

1.4 (

Th.e.leadership responsibikitjes of State boards of education
lead.,you-inevitably'into position's of- controversy.

I urge you -to take a long look at' your-present powers and per.:
quistes,.with-a view to extending them. You.just may have happened
along at the Tight time, 'and legalry.armed, may fulfill a whole new
_ordere,of actions along with the old. In educational, history, the
State. board's time has come. You should leavello,-leadership ptero--
gatives or an)-7 power vacuum for others to fill.

It is aptly said Mat the State legislature is actually the
chief policy' making body for American education. But you influence
that policy while it is "being 'made and lead is implementing it afer-
ward,: You must be a very strong force in' seeking legislation.

0 e State boards of education, as I see it, will have to be willing
face controversy, -accept heated criticism, and hold for what is

/right when it is not popular to do 'so. But you can be.the most

- '//powerful group in education if you will unite behind a few of the
/ large longstanding issues.

As all of us have learned by now, being a part of the establish-
went isn't so bad once you get used to it. If the truth were-told,
-it's really rather nice belonging.

Are you too much 'a Tart of the so-called establishment to be
aggressive advocates of change? I hope not, and I think not. 'At

least, in talkin4 to the 'leaders' of NASBE, I, gained the impression

/
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that the time is rip and that many of you are, in fact, ahead
of me on these issues and on others that did not mention because
I was attempting to be, conservative' whit I recommended.

I close%byexpressiltg my high hopes for NASBE as _a national
organization. You have fine, bright, able and youptful-new
executive' secretary. Your officers are unusually able and
dedicated., rsee great things. ahead for this organization.

"Is

Sex .Bias Legislation in Education,
The Future of Federal 'SupRort for Education,

and .

Influencing EdLafional Legi*lation in Congiess

,T he Honorable Shirley Chisholm, Congresswoman,
Twelftb Congressional District, New York

. T.heionorable Peter A. Peyser, Congressmdii,
Twetity-third,Congr'eAsional District, New York -

. . .. )
. s' Imp - .. .

. congi-esswoman Shirley Chisholm's speech centered around the
fact that the Federal government must significantly increase the
anidunt of support for education in this country. She pointed out
that 8% of Federal budget goes td education while' 27% goes to .

defense. Ppe.stated4that'this is a "natienal disgrace."t: Sibe

further emphasized'that as this country is approaching its20'Oth
biTthday,r the country must assure.every child an oppoTtunity or
an education. She stated that she listened to'4Dr. Bell when he
emghasizd that the states must meet the responsibility for improv-
ing the education; she feels the Federal goyernment should meet
this need also. She feels that the Federal contribution to educa'tion
must move from 7% to 1590, Areas which'she felt must be strengthened

. are as follows: 1. compensatory education, 2. education for
handicapped children, and 3. bilingual education. She concluded i'y
'saying that "change is the nature of things in' this country." .

.

The main-ideas presented in Congressman Peter Peyser's speech .

were 1. the wastes in Federal spening,and 2. the actions., which
NASBE members and other citizens can take to change 'policies in

. this country. Elaborating further .he declared that, 30 and 40 year
Old programs of agricultural subsidy are in existence. In ayrogram
which is intended to provide food'' for the underpriviledged countries
of the world, .he foynd that the U.-S., was sending tobacco to Viet Nam
anctt-other Eastern countries. Peyser then, said, "This is proVidink
food?" The peanut subsidy next came under Peyser's scrutiny when

4
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he related that 500 million in tax.. dollars are being spent for

a peanut subsidy in tills. country. He also indicated that in

his judgement there: is too much wasteful spending in' the

tary and in foreign hid. He felt that by,cutting down on waste-

ful areas, more money could be provided for much needed

education programs. a
. .00"'

Concerning what State boards can do\nationally, Peysor felt
that they can have a direct impact on Con\gressa He stated,

"NASBE must, come out swinging." Individually written letters

can be one of the prime moving influences.

He also encouraged the members to take time to get involoied

and to motivate other people to become involved. ,

Issue I -

A Dialogue on Three Issues

Performance-Based Teacher. Education)
Overexposed and Underdeveloped

by

.. Alvin P. Lierheimer
Associate Commissioner for Higher Educatice
The University of the State of New York

The State Education Department

The picture one gets of performance-based teacher education
is of a system .which is overexposed and 'underdeveloped. The

detail whichwe have promised by the phrase "competency-based
teacher education" is simply not'iet developed altAodth we may

Well have overexposed our. subject.

For decades teachers could become licensed to serve in .the

public schools only by completing a prescribed sequence of college

courses.

The 1950's and! 60's saw growing discontent on the part of

the public with the accomplishments of the schools'. People began

to fours on performance and production. By the end, of the 1960's

there was also a' significant influx into the field .of education
of persons from disciplines related 'to the field of education in

new'ways. Education was a big business; it received large-scale .

federal support and a vigorous new segment of academe. became

interested in the preparation of teachevs as we41 as in curriculum;

administration and other learning-t'elated fields.

Performance-based teacher education arrived on the scene at

the same time that there was.a marked,change i the- economic

condition of.the schools. -

t 0

't
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Performance-based teacher education strode on the scone
at a time marked by increasingly militant unionism which gave
"political muscle to theschoolmarm.

Simultaneously a' growing sense of consumerism develoi60
on the part of. the public: they demanded accountability.

One final element in this social setting was an increasini.
fascination with innovation for its own sake. Especii,lly in t1e
field of education,' all sorts of new wrinkles wereotouted as
panaceas.

Now a snapshot of.performande-based teacher education at this
moment in time,a look at the areas of most criticism.

. We have heard that the Statewide Plan imposes a single,
' m4hanistic system of teacher education. No, the Plan simply ..

says that the State. xpects programs of preparation to (a) state
the skii4s, knoWledgie and attitudes expected of graduates, (b) tell

. what evidence will be, accepted to show that these expectations are
being met, and (c) tell what vidence win-be acceptable to show
that these expectations are a propriate for the schools themselves.

)
:._.,

7. Performance -based teacher education. is criticized as-lanti-
intellectual because-there is no theoretical- base for it: The .,..

__

performance-base& teacher education system asks for a definition
of'the role.and responsibility of the teaching position and Asks
that such a definition be used as a foundation for the skills,
knowledge and attitudes developed,

r.

One of the strongest criticisms has coMe in the matter of
required collaboration among various parties .involved. in the
preparatio of teachers. The purpose of collaborative development
of teacher education is to gain assurance for the public that there
is currency and realism,in the preparation of professional personnel
that interweaves theory, academic content, and professional class-
room practice.

There is lack of agreement on what teachers must be.ableto
do at a given grade level or in a given 'subject field.' There is
also lack of agreement how it can best be determiued whether or
not they are able-to pe'rform at a satisfactory level and how they
can best be taught the most effective way's of serving- in the class.: -

room.

Our great expectations flex- reform tff teacher education in New
York State should probably have been more mode'stly phrased as

1 "plans for'marked:Improvement." Perhaps. in our enthus.iasm we have
raised expectations beyond a realistic p'6int. We will continue our
1phasis-a New York State on tYe development and refinement of pro-

.

grams which (1) analyze the needs of the school professional,
(2) design puirgrams specifically addressed to preparing professionals
to fill those' needs, and (3) monitor the success. of graduates in

;cr;demonstrating the knowledge, skills, and attitudes established for

r
the program.

41
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Reaction to Lierheimer's Presentation

c

Mr. Selden: In the past teachers were expected to take orders

from the administrators and the board; that was demeaning

and unprofessional. For a number of years teachers have

been engaged in an effort to make themselves more profes-

sional.and to gain control over what happens in the class-

room. Only since 1938 has New York recognized that more

,than ,two years of college was necessary before one was

qualified to be a teacher. Teaching was perceived as a

job and teachers lacked status. In those days even Veter-

inarians were required to have more college. training.

It has been a long struggle to achieve professional status.

Thus when the espousers of performance based certification

came along and say "it is not how much college you've had;

but the teaching competencies you possess", they fear that

implies'a loss of status. I'm resistant to such termsas

"performance T.iasec ,:crtification" because such terms mean

so many different things to different people. They also

--tend to become too rigid and threaten-to routinize the

0 entire teaching process. We must never make teaching so

routine that "any fool can do it."

Dr. Salmon Performance based certification is a promising

technique and promises to have a long life. It comes about

because of the recognition that teachers were not being

trained to do the job they wanted to or should have been.

The focus of this process is what can you do, at what

leyel,and can it be certified. It is an important advance-

ment -and should be comforting to teachers because it-

focuses on demonstrated outcomes; they know what they, can

do.

a

Unfortunately we've had a tendency to over-promise what

performance based certification can do, but let's give it

a chance, admit there are weaknesses, and engineer out

,those weaknesses.

, Issue II - Assessment and Accountability

by

Paul B. Salmon
Executive Secretary, American

Association of School Administrators

Why has this movement gained impetus? For the following

mix of reasons, but not listed in any priority.

A - -
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1. Rising expectatiNs of postwar parents;

-2. Increased financial investment in education;

3, ,Attitude that the professional know best;

4. Development of management by objectives and the belief
that'anyching can be managed;

Increased sophistication of boards of education as they
realize industry has developed measurement and account-
ability schemes that work;

6. Inability of educators to communicate pupil progress
in commonly und.prstood terms.

It is the belief of the lay public that accountability can
change all of that. Some citizens believe accountability is
a process whereby if to child fails to learn the teacher will
be fired. Teacher orgAniiations often see it in much the

same light. If accountability is applied in this fashion
howe-ver, it is misapplied.

/\.4

--As -I see.. it accountability is a ,Is*stem -for-educati-on-vhLle..by
educators, legislators, board members, parents andother
constituents examine resources and develop goals and objectives.

. From the objectives, programs are developedlimplemented, moni-
tored and updated as the results come in Each level, each
participant in the process understands what is expected. I

also believe that in any accountability system, the participants
must have a tolerance for imperfection because we just don't
do things perfectly. Accountability need not be a. fearsome
thing because it really is a method of cogstantly improving:
educational programs for the best interests of students.

Reactors

Mr. Selden
Well, Paul, couched in those terms, who can quarrel. We

all want to use 'resources more effectively and to see children
learn more rapidly. Certainly if accountability is a constant
system'of measurement, a reassessment of methods and a reevalua-
tion of goals, then teachers-will be most supportive. However",

. if you slip into the emotional elements of the accountability
movement, then teihers have difficulty with the notion. When
people equate lack of student achievement with poor.teaching,
for instance,'then it's another matter. No one has come
forward with new objectives or new methods, they simply have
sg.id, "teach, get that, just teach."

Teachers -resent that kind of approach. Efforts to equate
salary and tenure to pupil performance are wasted. Teachers
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have been accountable, but they resist-efforts to equate

teacFling performance and pupil achieveffient. There simply

isn't a one to one relationship between effort and results.

Education has been going through a kind of greening;

there were things wrong and we have been doing something

about it. For instance, before World War II only 50% made

it through high school. and a high percentage not completing

were black. Now 86% complete 'high school. If accountability

can be defined as Paul has outlined, then I think education

is ready to do some serious reevaluation of where is has

. been.

Mr. Bittenbender
I am not an expert as far as evaluation is concerned, but

1 will suggest tc5 you that assessment and evaluation are here

to stay. Mr. Bittenbemder i)araphrasge an article from the

New York times dealihg with policemen The article indicated

that fhete is very little evidence to compare the-productivity

differences ofpoliceofficers. Efforts to study productivity

are resisted by the rank and file because of what'they might

show.E. I would suggest.thaCihe parody betweepAhb sentiments

of policeofficers regarding evaluation an-d---betWeen..teachers

and their feelings regarding accountability is;similar Indeed.,

We lament the lack of money and yet in the 'last 25 years,

educational expenditures have increased from 3.6% of the GNP

to over 8% of the GNP. Education is the largest industry in

the%
United States. As we talk then about educational expendi-

tures of over $100 billion per year, the consuming public,

the taxpayer, is going .to demand accountability. They will

demand it, and it will be had. What direction it takes, depends

upon Us. We must therefore develop accountebility systems

which involve all the memb'ers-of,the educatiOnal enterprise,

teachers, administrators, school boards, the fdmily, the

communityand\the church.

Issue III - Teachers Right to-.Strike

by

bavid Selden
Former President, American Federation'

of Teachers

In 1965 I wrote an article entitled, "Needed More Tea-Ohe4

,Strikes." In that article I said-that I didn't believe you

could have collective bargaining without the right to strike.

I still believe that. When you take away the right to strike

you must have some kind of bureaucraticstructure'to insure

that equity exists. I lose patience with- people who want to

limit the scope of bargaining, to keep them out of the policy
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making process, and then turn around and ask, "Why are teachers
,so selfish, -they're never concerned with the interests of children.
There is a conflict there.

If you don't grant teachers the right to strike, what do we
replace it with? Now do you settle disputes? Fact find.ing,,
mediation, mediarb, arbitration? If people going into collective
bargaining know from the outset that a dispute will be resolved
by an administrative body, these-people would be foolish to give
up anything. Why not refer it all to the administrative body?

Another alternative to the strike is to go the.lobbying route,
lobby the legislators. But people say, "wait one minute, you're
spending two million dollars in New York to gain your position,
that's-not right." "OK,' so give teachers the right to strike and
let teachers seek to giin their point of view at the bargaining
table:

The final alternative 'of course is one that continues to go
on in many school districts and, that is the cold war. These little
wars of feStering meanesses have been (and still are) being fought
between teachers, administrators and school boards. In those
systems no one can do anything .right. If you can settle things
at the bargaining table, even if it takes a strike tg do it, I.

think the system and society would be better off.

Finally there is the matter of the loss of learning due to o-a
strike. The purpose of education is to help children mature, but
they don't stop maturing while you are trying to get things
settled at -the bargaining table. We've had some long strikes and
scholars have tried AO measure the leaTning loss dike to the strike.
It has been difficult to find out what the impact hhs been, if
any. I think the damage we fear on the learning of children due
to a strike has been grossly exaggerated.

The AFT has also attempted to bring reason into this whole
matter of strikes. In the past we believed that strikes should
occur in the spring before the budgets were adppted. It seemed
to me however that this was not only bad public relations but
disruptive of the educational process. Thus I advocated, and it
caught-on, that we should have multi-year contracts with the
contracts coinciding with the school year, and with a rigidly
enforced no contract, no work clausb. Thus strikes now occur in
the fall, and the opening of school is delayed, limiting the
impact of the strike on ,the learning of children.

Well, now that I have convinced, you all, I'm sure. it must
be time for a coffee break, isn't it?

-;

a-
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Reactors

Dr. Salmon
The strike is the ultimate economic and political weapon

--available to teachers or other bargaining groups. School admi-
nistrators are aware of that and are also aware that through
collective bargaining teachers seek to share in power decisions..

'The difference between private sector bargaining and public
sector bargaining is that in the public sector, employees bargain

with the government. Since the government is the people, the

----question is, can you bargain with the people.

When I left the surretintendency to take my current position,

I came with a certain provincialism. But from my current vantage
_point I've "discovered that" we are on a continuum. In some states
oligarchies still exist, where the board and administration run
the system, to'other districts where teachers have the right to
strike.

0). ,

The AASA believes that collective bargaining is a viable tool

in working but differences between employees and employers. Indeed

we urge our members to learn the skills of collective bargaining

as rapidly as possible. We further beideire the "no strike" clause

is useless because it doesn't prevent strikes. It would be more

effective if school managers spent time developing ways to keep the

schools open during a strike. We believe that power can be shared

. and that there may be benefits in doing so.

I believe we must understand that we infeducation are working

within a human institution, and that working conditions, the
conditions of support for the educational system, and the aspira-

tions of the people who work within the system are all important.

Decisions impacting those conditions and aspirations must be shared

and understood.

Mr. Bittenbender
The right of the people tp. peaceably assemble and to seek

redress is clearly written in our constitution. The law is the

basic root of our civilization; It comes not because of a political

whim, b9t it comes because we,know that no society can endure
without the basic structure of law. Reconciling these two
different points is a difficult task. The right' to collectively
bargain seems implicit in the_ .constitutional phrase I have cited,

but in no way does this give the right to an illegal strike. As

a matter of fact, the teacher, administrator or school board who ,

withhold.the,services in violation' of a contract, perhaps have

abandoned the most important responsibility they have - that is

to lead.



The right to strike legally, I think is assured; the ------- ---
right to strike illegally is not only not assured but is con-
trary to every tenet basic in o,ur civilization. The teacher,
administrator, or°board member who violates the fundamental
tenet on which our civilization4has progressed forgeti that we
are here because people in the past have honored their contracts..
These are fundamental moral imperatives. The question is not
one of cooperation between teachers and boards or abdut teachers
having a right. to join in the decision-making-process. The
basic.qu'estion that faces every state board of education is
"what rights shall be reserved to management-in the goal setting -'
resource allocationproc.ess?-"

- I believe .that if we turn over the management', control and
administration of education to a teacher group that has become
militant, that has become "politically powerful,Cthat it will
degenerate into :p them or us battle. I don't think there is any
question that what'we face is a monopoly of power, and I am
opposed to that whether it be in government, in business, in
industry or in the. unions. Perhaps some consider no strike clauses
as unimportant, I suggest however, that you as state board members
had better make tertain that your legislatures and your courts put
some teeth into such laws, and make an illegal strike illegal so
we can get on. with the business of educating the children.

* o * *

The Constitution, The States, and Education:
Recent Developments

by

J. Harold Flannery
Lawyers!Committee for Civil Rights Under Law

We began our discussion of the constitutional responsibilities
of the states for education lase year in Portland.1, And as the term
"recent developments" implies a relevant backgrou d, I think we
Should review that discussion briefly as today's Atarting

On many issues during our time the role of state educational %

agencies has been secondary to that of local educational agencies.
The factors underlying this division of responsibility are not
particularly mysterious or sinister. State legislatures have
allOcated power thus; much of the money for schools is raised and
spent locally;:and most state departments of education lack'the,
resources to perform more than their oversight role.

This perception, as to where the action is, is reflected .in

the tendency of parents and other citizens to look first to their

detV
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.LEA's 'on most questions, and even to start their reform (or
Other) lawsuits. there. And it is also seen, I suggest,-,..in the

"flow through" nature of much fetkeral aid to education.'

To describe the status quo, however, is not to say that, it

is necessary or 'wise. Sound reasons may underlie the practice

of local control with respect to particular issues, but nothing

in our legal or educational history require -s that we treat local
control as .an end in itself for all times, places, and purposes.
Local educational control may be traditional, but I hope it is

no less a part of our tradition. to reexamine our practices,
periodically and critically, to ensure that they are serving us

as well as available alternatives.

I believe it was in that context that, in the late nineteen-
sixties, some education lawyers began to reexamine the'question of'

your responsibilities with respect to particular issues.. From that

reexamination two notions emerged that are relevant to this discus-

sion. First, school districts within a state and their consumers,
the children, may differ, but do such differences, as may exist.

warrant the disparities in eduAtional practices that may exist
between the districts? Urban district A probably does differ from

rural district B, but it is questionable whether the differences
would warrant, for example,,providihg free textbooks in. one but

not the other. Other examples can be cited.

The second perception that emerged was that, although our
Federal Constitution is silent about public education--thus
committing it to non-federal responsibility', most of the Constitu-

tion's commands, including particularly those of the 14th Amendment,

are addressed to the states. That is, for example, 'that language

of the 14th Amendment which says that rio state shall deny the

equal protection of the laWs appear"SD hold the states accouneable
for the conduct of all their public bodies. That language does

not acknowledge autonomy on the part of local public bodies, nor

does it "constitutionalize," if you will, local educational control.

Put too colloquially, perhaps, but I .think fairly, that language

'says to'the states: you have .wide latitude with, respect to your '

educational arrangements, but there Are limits that may not be

transgressed, and if that happens it will not be a constitutional

defense to 'say that your de facto autonomous pdlitical subdivision,

rather than as state-level authority, committed the transgression.

This second notion has been tried out on the courts in a number

of school desegregation cases in, the last' half-decade or so. In

`some of the cases a state-level authority, such as Governer Wallace

for instance, had actually impeded the racial desegregation of

local school districts. But in other cases the state authorities

had merely done nothing. In both sets of circumstances the courts

held that the responsibility for meeting-constitutional requirements

is that of the states. And the 'state -level defendants were charged
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to take specific steps vis-a-vis local districts Booking toward
.the fulfillment of constitutional obligations.

The application of this principle presents an interesting
further question-Oat some of yoU have raised in our prior
discussions. It is whether the courts are limited to requiring
the particular exercise of powers conferred upon state boards by
their own constitutions and laws, or whether the courts may, in
effect, confer upon state bpards powers not allocated to thei
under particular existing state arrangements. For example, may
a court, on the basis of the Supremacy Clause or otherwise,
require a state board to withhold funds frpm a local district
under circumstances not - authorized by that:.state's constitution
and laws?

perhaps, I would like to avoid that question
or at least defer it. Its implications of constitutional confrinta-
tion make it a difficult qpestion, but it is also, I believe, a
diversionary one. To focus attention upon it can too easily
become a mechanism for avoiding application of the promising and
easier principle that state educational authorities may indeed be
required to exert the powers that are theirs toward constitutional
ends.

.

:-.
..:

It was Against this background that we discussed various. ,-..1,

education cases last year, including Rodriguez, Detroit,- and DetiviO.
My view then was that, although the courts will FTE-7iTieve loar7r

-'.."school authorities of their constitution -al obligations, you would

:.13.e well advised to prepare to share the fulfillment of those
obligations in ways that you may initially-find unfamiliar.

ti

The courts have continued to address these questions since our
last meeting. The Supreme Court's decision in the Detroit case
bears upon our'.inquiry as, to some extent"do the'lowereurt
decisions insthe,' oston, Dayton and Indianaplis school desegregation
cases and the Chicago -area WITErimination in housing case.

In the Detroit caNSe,the plaintiff's made, and the lower cburts
upheld, essentially two clAims about the state's responsibility,
for,providing a racially desegregated education for children in'
Detroit and its environs. IiNwas argued first that Detroit children
are entitled to racially non-ide-ktifiable schools after a finding
of illegal.segregation, and that he state may not interpose its
political subdivision boundaries ai'san "arbitrary" impedient to
meeting that entitlement. It was argu ed secondly-that the fore-
going principle should have particular force where the state was- _

a direct participant in. the Detroi_t_segregation violations, and
j where some evidence _suggested that the segreiation of. Detroit as
a school system was the result, at least in part, of acts and
'practices by public authorities--including school authorities.

O

AI*
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As you know the Supreme Court declined to require. desegrega
.

-lion across school district lines on the basis'of the record before

it. In my view, however, rhe Cc:412st did not negate the principle,
of state accountability as we have been considering it. Rather,

the Cdurt reaffirmed the doctrine of ultimate state responsibility
but, focusling on its perception of the scope of the constitutional
violation, 'the Court declined to invoke the doctrine as contended
for by the "plaintiffs - appellees. [Here)ft.Flannery cited from

the Detroit Court opinion (these cites were not included in the

speech text)]

If I am cotrect in my reading of the opinions of the justices
constituting a majority, I suggest that a state's responsibility
for meeting constitutional requirements will, upon proper facts,

take precedence over a state's- preference .for particular arrpige-

Tentls of convenience.

In Dayton, Ohio, the state contended'.that it should not be

a party defendant at all in the school desegregation case. They

Argued that constitutional defaults, if any,;, were those of local
Dayton authorities only, and that only, such authorities should

be held accountable thetefor. The Court 'of Appeals 'kor the Sixth

Circuit, disagreed: [Here Mr: Flannery cited from the Dayton Court

opinion (these cites were not included in the speech text)]

Here. again, I suggest, the court did wot probe the outer
perimeter of state responsibility, but clearly/ii declined to
exempt the state for responsibility for the unconstitutional con-

-dition of one of its districts.

The Boston case, which was decided by the federal district
court in JURTITmay be read A's a further illustration of this

principle. The plaintiffs there claimed, among other things."

that the state authorities (as well as the local primaiy,defeallants)

should be held liable for illegal segregation in.Boston because,
they'had acquiesced in illegal local practiCes and had failed
effectively to enforce state laws against school segregatlon.

The court disagreed on the facts and exonerated the state
defendants of liability. However, the Court did not stop there.
With respect to the principle of ultimate constitutional responsi-

bility it went on to hold: [Here Mr. Flannery cited from the Boston

Court opinion (these cites were not included in the speech text)]

The most recent court of appeals decision in the Indianapolis

school desegregation case, in August of this year, echoes this theme.

The court followed the opinion of the SupremeCourt in the Detroit

case in holding that, on'the record presented, desegregation1511-7
not extend to suburbs that were unaffected by the constitutional

violation. But the court did not hold that state-level authorities

were immune ficom participation in relief; nor did it hold that
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school district boundaries could not be crossed without state
approval. [Here Mr. Flannery. cited from the Indianapolis Court
opinion (these cites were not included in tlie speech text)]

4

As a final illustration of this principle, that state
authorities may be required to abridge their preferred jurisdic-
tional arrangements to achieve constitutional objectives, I

invite your attention to the decision in August of this year of
the Court of 'Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in Gautreaux v.
Chicago Housing Authority. [Here Mr. Flannery 6cited from the
Chicago Court opinion (these cites were not included in the
speeCh text)]

On the basis of these decisions-since our last meeting, I 2-

believe,,I.can report to you that the principle_of ultimate state
responsibility for securing constitutional rights is alive and

o well. We have some additional data now as to when and under what
circumstances that principle will be invoked to override contrary
present state arrangements. And some may argue that traditional
state, prerogatives have been reaffirmed, and that a confrontation
between today's claims and yesterday's convenience has been
avoided or postponed.

Well, perhaps it has been postponed. But I can promise you ;

that it has not been avoided. Perhapsit is evidence of their
faith *in America and its institutions, but I believe it is clear'
that constitutional claimants will-continue to litigate against
practices and devices that they believe are frustrating their
enjoyment..of rights and opportunities that some of the restof
us take for granted.

Therefore, I think you should ask yourselves, as state
officials who are ultimately responsible for constitutional
education, what do recent court decisions portend for us? What
can we do to avoid a. judicial impact that is, not felt because
it was not peededt

IP

I have no uniformly applicable prescription or agenda; you
in the first instance are the surest judges .of your problems and
your leverage for attacking those problems.

I am ,convinced, however, that ifyoumaketha-tanalysiS
carefully, and if you, exert that leverage fully, you will be
able to say credibly to a court or in any other-forum: we' at
least have done our best.
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State Boards Examined and Found Wanting

by

Tim G. Mazzoni, Jr., Assistant Professor,
Educational Administration, Univ. ,of Minnesota

Sometime ago, I believe it was at an ECS meeting in

June, Bob McBride asked me whether I would like to report
to this group about the educational governance prbject,
and particularly about its "findings relative to.statt boards
of education. I told him that, in our best judgment, these
findingi were not always what state board members would want

to hear, bqt I did feel an obligation to talk to you about

them:

I'm going to male my report inlive,pairts. Although, Bob' .

rhas mentioned it, I would like to say somethings briefly

about the project, particularly about its objectives and its

methods.

Second, I'd like, to state a few of our main conclusions
about the policy-making role of state boards, at least as the
boards we studied appeared to Us at the time of the study, two

years ago.

Third, I'd like to discuss some of the evidence that we
drew upon to reach those conclusions.

Fourth, I would-fiote that boards did vary in their perceived
influence, And I'd like to suggest some of the reasons why.

Andy finally, I feel An obligation -- speaking, I guess, for.

.th"e'governance project, .and speaking particularly for Roald Camp-

bell to set forth our recommendations.

The Project. The governance project had two major objectives:
first, to extend* our knowledge of the policy-making process,
particularly as state governments determine policy for K through

12 schools and second, to develop a set of alternative models for

state educational governance. ,that would be of use to people like

yourselves. The 'project began in January of 1972 and ended in

August 1974. Funding throughout this entire Period came from the

1P.S. Office of Education under Section 505 of Title V of E-SEA.

The policy board for the project consisted of our Chairman, Dr.
Martin Essex from the State of Ohio, Jack Nix from Georgia, and

Dr. Ewald Nyquist from New York. These gentlemen gave to us
their energetic support and constructive criticism; while they

did not always agree with us'ih terms of specific findings or
interpretational values, generally, I think, they supported the

.
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thrust of the project. We also had the benefits ,of an advisory
body, on which Bob McBride served.

The bulk of the field work was done from Ohio State
University by a reseaxCluteam directed by Roald Campbell, with'
myself serving as the Associate Director. The field work was
done in 12 states, however, we only looked-at ten as far as
state boards were concerned. The field work was done toward
the end of 1972 and the beginning of .197S. ,.G

Research itself was done by teams of two or three people,
who spent an average of three weeks in` each of the 12 states.

. Most of what ,.they whiLe they were there consisted of inter-
viewing avariety of actors' ,chief state school officers, state,
board members.'top state department adAinistrators, legislative
leaders from education'commkttees and various money committees,
the House and Senate 'leadership, and governors when we could.
If governors were not available we talked either to governors'
aides or to members of the governors' staff: Also interviewed
were the directors of finance in every state and various repre,-
sentatives of the educational interest group, NEA, AFT, school
boards and administrator organizations, representatives of large
city school districts, etcetera. A11 in all, approximately 425
structured interviews and several, hundred unstructured inter-
views'wer'e conducted; we also collected a variety of documents,.
examined newspaper files, handed out a drop-off questionnaire,
and, in general, tried our best to gather as much information
as we could about policy-making at the state level in those
12 states.

V

We took all this data and generated from-it one state
report per state. We hope that people will find them useful;
that they .will at least stimulate discussion and debate kn
terms of what groups of outsiders may have seen. in. their states.

In' addition to the individual state reports; we have prOduced
two reports that try to say something about the situation across
all twelve states,,or, in the case of state boards,. all ten
states. The first document is entitled, "State Policy Making for
the Public Schools: A Comparative Analysis." It basically looks
at the roles of state boards, chief state school officers, top-
level state department administrators, governors, legislative
leaders across the states that we examined. It finishes with a
summary chapter, and some recommendations written by Roald
Campbell and myself.

4.

The second document is entitled, "State Governance M6dels
for the Public Schools" and it's our effort to put before people

. intere.sted in state governance some alternatives that they might .

consider In restructuring the institutional ariangembnts with
regard to educationalipolicy.making.
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Policy Makin. Our purpose at no time- was to.,assess through,
ehe application of some evaluative standards'the performante
of state boards, chief state school offilers, legislative. o .

leaders; governors., or .much of anybody else. We did not: look

at the pe.rfdrmance of these bodies through the full range
of their governince'responsibilIties. As'T said, we tried

to, look at.polity making.,. We tried to 'look at the-pirocess by

.
which state goals and major priprities are set. We examined

the decisions of "who gets-wWit." Our interest ,was looking

at "who gets'what" in t*o separate arenas: in the legiAlative-

arena--governors.legislative leaderWthe-tentral actors --
and in the arena of the state education agency board dembers,
chief 'state school officers, and top state department Adminis-

trators. Furthermore, in looking at policy making,. we also

looked.at who gets involved, how they participated and what
effects they appeared to have. We were e-not satisfied hoivever;

withwieh just looking at the. end-stage of the process.' aWe didn't

just look at enactment,and-who formalized it. We were parti-,. ,

decides

interested .in who decides what the isses are; who
decides what .appears on' the agenda of issues;' who makes the
dexermiwatiOn as to what prOposals will be formulated, and who
actuahly.formulates them; how support is mobilized for the
proposal and how the .attempt to. influence the policy making

process. Finally, we examined how the final choice gets made.

Let me restate that. -Our.toncern was policy making, not
policy implementation or policy adjudication. Our concern was.
not. the enactment phase, but a broader consideration of that
process, involving. the definition of issues, the formulation of
alternatives, the mobilization of%support, and finally,. enact-

ment.

Policy making, and influence in policy Making, is an
,extremely complex subject. Influence, itself, is a particularly

slippery notion. We tried to get at that slippeYy notion

through two distinct ways. One, we selected a number of issue

areas or :decisions, and looked at those. In each state we: tried

task odrselves, /Mho participates in the making of school .

finance policy?" iii.were'interested in who makes 'certification

policy. While'it was more of a routine issue, we thought it a
highly important one and one likely to allow us to examine the

agency. and its interaction with educational interest groups in

the policy making process. We asked a third issue-oriented
question: "Who makes state policy on school segregation?"
Finally, we asked questions in the 'educational program improve-

ment area. For most states, this got into the area of assess-
ment, accountability or evaluation.. To examine the policy pio-

cess, then, we used a set of issues. We pickedthese issues in
advdnce and we tried to look at them infeach.of the.triblve states.

There were great difficulties in this. Many said we had
selected the wrong issues in their state and we were told that

-
`. r
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if we had looked at something they were very much involved in,
collective bargaining, curriculum; school district organization,
etc.., we would have seen very different things. Perhaps. Also

4 issues aye enormously difficult in terms of the time and energy
required to look at them in depth, and in some cases our aria-
lysis did nat have.the depth it should have.

Finally, looking at decisions is not a very good way to get
at behind-the-scenes activity, overt influence, of the n.ption of
influence through anticipation.. Looking at overt behavior doesn't
lend itself to .the detection of those sorts of influences. So, in
addition to looking at decisions, we asked a lot of general kinds
of questione.- We asked questions of a whole rahge of actors to
this effect: .How iiportanipdb you think a state board. is in
actually formulating and'w6rking for education Policy? Do you
thiniCtife'state board ever takes the lead in tia area of educa-
tional legislation? Does the state board g e x 1 direction to.
the chief state, school o icer or does 4, ba's'e l,ly formtlize
his recommendations? Yes, e asked a lot of those kindg of
questions,' to board members `a d chiefs, but, most of-all, to
external individuals, to legi lative leaders, governors, staff
people,, educational interest groups. All in a'n effort to sec
if we could getsome useful, general assessments of influence
policy makings' '

N hther method I have stiggestedv no matter how skillfully
applied, no matter what resources committed, is fool-proof,. We
did the best we :could through the methods than I have just
discussed, through a decision approach, and then through some
'general power attribution questions. What did we find? Let me
state two conclusions. (1) Our data reveal-that some actors for
example, governors and chief state school officers, are influen-
tial in many policy systems in education, at least on issues of
salience to them. (2) Our data also point, on balances:to the
weakhess of many state boards of education as policy making
participants.. Though some individual board members and some
boards did not.fit this pattern, the.typiAl state board we
studied was .,widely assessed by legisrative leaders,. 'governors'
offices, and" 'educational interest groups spokesmen, as well as
by the Educational Governance Project field researchers, a§
being only minor participants in education legislation,
including the crucial area of school finance. And, while .the
state board was much more influential in state education agency
policy-making, even in that arena the central and too often
dominant figure was the chief state school officer, -with the
board being cast largely in a legitimating role.

I'm welljAware one might dick other language to characte-
rize those findings, but in reading it over it still seems to
me that that's basically what we found.

. t

Evidence Used to Reach Conclusions. What sort 0-evidence did
1-47c-iiinriaiorigusITTET7771c4.usion? We ttied to talk in
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each state to a cross-section of people. We tried to ask them

questions about their perceptioni,-their assessments and their

evaluations. Maybe we talked to the wrotig people; maybe these

people weren't well informed; but in every state we talked to

those people we identified as legislative leadership, to 'the

keydepeople from the governor's office, in the state agency,

among the education interest groups, and among board members

themselves. O

In respect to the role of state boards in the legislative

arena, 'one that I characterize in many states as being marginal,

we had findings like these: Most legislative-leader respondents,
and we talked to some 150 Across the twelve states, evaluated

-F their state board as either being of minor importance--50%
indicated that--or of no importance at all, 22% indicated that. .

In formally 'working kor education legislation, about one quarter--
this'tended- to be concentrated in a relatively'few states--said

the board was impoitant in this process. I might say that these
respondents--.betause we pushed them, we asked them "why" questions,
why they believed that; what reasons could 'they give for their
assessment--tended-too.emphisize these factors about the state

boards in their. states...(1) The apolitical tradition of the board,..

(its historic non - involvement in something,.called politics),

('2) the lack of board visibility to lawmakers (we had more than ,

one or two say to us, "Well, I don't. know any state board members;

I don't know -what they do, what functions they (3) the

absence of political clout, (the absence of the ability to mobi-

lize constituents of-importance to lawmakers); and (4) the board's

,.:heazy dependence on..the chief-state school officer.el(It was the

gthiethat., legislators turned to for advice, for counsel, for
.information, neither did. they always see the chief as being Clear-

'ly the agent of the board...) We asked the same kinds -of. questions

'
bard.memhers.--More than half did feel that they could have

some means of influence ylt legislators. Of that group, another'.

Nhlf suggeted_zpfergnal persuasion, as that meaps. When cre asked

',.legisrative leaders Up those same states; however; most- of them

could recall .no sitch contacts with board.members, and those that

could recall them, indicated that this 'did not happen -often.

We felt perhaps w6aneeded to. get outsille this procesi9.of

talking t -o legislative'leacilw or hoard, members. We asked eduia-
tiom-lobbyPsts'what they thodiWanO,found them to he very know-
ledgeable.. And we. asked them: "Okay, what about the state board?

Do you-think it takes the..lead Mere in respect to education

legislatron tie answer, stronkly, no, this coming from

&out 70% of the spokesmen ror these organizations. Of course

you say;"Well, vliat at; the issues, didn't you look at, the

issues?" Yes; we looked. at the issues.. 141* tried" to figure out

who made the difference in school finance;-I cah assure you, in
-

most cases, .'not the sealq bcqtrd. Whey `did take positions'--we
could find written accounts quid records, we could find evidence
of transmission- -but we found liftli evidence of real impact.
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raybe we didn't dig deep enough. Perhaps, if we'd dug deeper
we'd have found individual members of the board collectively
giving important input early tin this process. If we_didn't
dig deep enough, I'm 'sorry, but that's what we -found with_the.
resources we were able to commit.

We also moved from the legislative arena and looked at the'
role of the board in,.the state education agency arena. I must
say this look was clouded .by several, factors. There's a strong
tendency, and a very understandable one, for boards, chiefs and
state departments. to look at themseles as representing one kind
of unity, not separable into the compartments we tried to -sapa-
rate them into; that's part and parcel of the notion of the team
operation. We could understand that. But from our point of
view we failed to understand the relationships here; we did find
that boards were clearly much more influential in this arena than
they appeared to be in the legislative arena. However, the data
gave us the impression that it was the.chief state school officer
who played the central role. The state board very often was cast
at the end of the process, in a legitimatindbcapacity. We looked
at this by trying .to decide who made agenda decisions, not who
could make them; but who, in fact made them. As people told us
about these kinds of decisions, we tried to examine- where board
memberS got information, if they utilized external sources,_how
they validated information, and so forth. As before, we asked
the education interest groups to give us their perceptions of
where real direction came from. They said from the chief.

We also examined the four issue areas. When we looked at
certification.we found that people didn't remember it very well..
There were no written traces of who did what-'-oh, there were task
forces, committees,' and groups.of ev.ary- size and shape - -but. as
to who made a difference people _could noi:distinguish. When we
looked at the issue of desegregation; we found some conspicuous
examples of _board leadexship in New York, Massachusetts, and
Minnesota. We also_found some. conspicuousexamples of leadership
when'we looked.ft-t-educatien improvement. But the overall result
tended to c_on -(irm the perceptions of the' people we talked to,
namely, _legs involvement, less activity at the early stages of
the policy process, than we might have suspected, knowing the
legal powers of state boards.

That is a'statement of our general findings. I could have
worded it differently, but I trust that carries the message.

Difference Between Boards. All boards, of course, didn't look
the same nor did all board members; there were great variations.
Maybe we don't do justice by talking about the typical, or what
we thought was the typical board.1 Some boards clearly were more
involved at an earlier stage in the policy making process, they

\ pushed'harder, sought information sources, were constructive
critics of their chiefs, probably at every turn; others did not
rank very well. We were interested in the Variation. Why were
some boards more aggressively involved in policy decisions than
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Others? Clearly, one answer was context, with California and,
Massachusetts b

,eing a great deal different than say Texas,, in
--terms of the involvement of the legislature. Some legislatures- -
and I'll use California and Massachusetts as an example--seem to
be actively and extensively involved, and we really wondered hOw,

;much of a role was left to the board, in many,-Aree.F. Milk- board

^41.'
members seemed to share that concern. Other legislatures on the,
other, hand, seemed willing and had historically been willing,

,
though some changes were taking place4 to delegate much more
authority to the agency and the board. New York and Texas"Would
fall in that category.' Perhaps those contextual aspects, the
involvement of other -governmental actors, was what was crucial

in. explaining what role. was really, open to the board. In attempt-
ing to determine Why some boards were more influential policy .

','--- -makers we also looked at how much authority boards had, how much
time board members devoted their role, how much emphasis they

put on policy, as opposed to routine, in their meetings, did
board members value highly the kinds of information they got' 'from
the state department, and did thatARualitative assessment seam,
to be related to a board's capacity to deaL with policy, how
cohesive the board was,,and finally; the loosest of all, how much
status did the board seeim to have among all these other policy
actors that we intervievied? In short, we tried to measure some
of our data.

,

Having tried to mea ure or rank the boards with respect .to,
influence, we- asked, Wha goes with that? We asked, .did you find
anything Out? Here's what I think we foun'd out: .it probably is
true that there's a relationship between having more board authori-
ty and being more widely perceived as influential policy makers.
The boards that had more authority tended to be toward the top.
Authority, in what sense? Constitutional or statutory authority,.

. scope of authority in reSpect_to institutions and most importantly,
the power to appoint andlto remove the chief. The board% which
we examined that lacked the authority to hire and fire the chief
all tended to be at the ottom of our ranking, a fact that we hold

to be quite probably significant.

Second, we found that to the degree that members from boards
that said they emphasized non-routine matters (policy concerns)
tended to rank toward the top. Boards that were happy with the
kind of information they receivedbfrom state departments-of
education tended to be toward the top. The time board members
put in--when tomparing boards that said, "we put in a week or more
during a month on board-business "- -with those that said, "oh, we
put in a couple of days"--surprisingly enough, didn't show much.
Most surprising, our, feeble effort's to measure the status of
state boards and they're so feeble I'm kind of sorry we reported
them, suggest that status does not explain much. It was a factor
however, that when we asked people in the state, "Well, what
contributes to the strength of your state board? Why should
people listen to them?",,' the general answer had something to do
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with the prestige of the board and/or its members. While that
was the most commonly given responsewhen we tried a simple
correlation analysis, we couldn't show a correlation.

We also asked board members about the expectations they
had for chief state school officers. Our findings show no
policy-administration dichotomy on this question. Board
members, at least those that we talked to conceived of a very-
expansive role for chief state school officers. They see the
chief as playing the key role, as innovator, formulator,' advocate,
and influencer_ of educational polity making, I will also say
that boards which took a less expansive view of the chief's role
tended to be ;those which were toward the top of our influence
ranking.

- Finally, we tested the categorylioes selection and appoint-
ment" make any difference with regard to policy-making. We
couldn't observe any differences which could even reasonably
be related to the selection method. There were some differences,
however, and I might just, briefly report those. The elected
boards did seem tocbe a bit more responsive, more reactive to.
external' constituents. There appeared to be more Conflict asso-
ciated with elected boards. Finally, we found that,,:elbcted boards
as a whole proceed more postively in the policy making process
than appointed boards, particularly in respect to the legislature.
.You could say, well, so what? Maybe it's because these boards
are going through 'the same kind of elected process, can 'claim
constituents, people with more political sensitivity, what have
you. Our reason for it says, it probably doesn't have anything
to do with the fact that all four of .our elected poards appointed
their chief; three of our -five appointed boards did not. In

other words, our analysis suggeits that control over the chief
state school" officer (the process where the board can appoint and
remove their chief executive officer) is related to perceived influ-
ence of state boards.

Recommendations. What do we recommend.from all this.? First we
gave a'great deal of thought as to whether we should recommend
anything. ,I must also say we had many suggestions as to what to
recommend. If I could emphasize nothing else, these are facts
that don't speak fof themselves; we llon't make any'claim that
they do. We decided to do the study, we picked what to study,
and we picked haw-to do it. We organized and arranged the findings,
we interpreted the findings, and those interpretations were
affected by our values; that's the way it has to be. ..O her
reasonable, thoughtful,' and concerned people could read ur data
and come to different interpretations. In the eftd we felt we had
.to say something about itio. Now there were a few who said, what
you really found is that we should do away with state'boards.
That was very strongly expressed to me by a finger-waving gentle-
man, who told me that boards. cannot serve as vehicles either for
political accountability or for citizen representation, thefefore
a centralized executive approach should be adopted which would 4

better achieve these values. Others in the same vein have argued
for full time, fully compensated boards. On the other. side of the

Q
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.coin are those who suggested what is, is. good enough; it
represents the proper position.

I guess we need to suggest what our values area I use the

word 'lour" because they're Roald Campbell'sthe staff's and mine.
In the end,'I guess we believe in our governing boards. We don't
.believe in them because they're part of the historical legacy in

this country; we believe in them because we still feel, and all
our data can support it, that these boards can be effective instru-

ments for representing ciizensin public policy making and for

bringing citizen influence teit bear in that procews. We are not

-dissuaded from that

Second, we believe, and we know that this belief is not shared
by othets, that state boards should have an active policy role.
We're all aware that you all have-ta policy role now: °I guess what

.3 we're suggesting is that it seems to us in too many cases it comes
too late And is too little. Included in the active policy role is
the personal institutional respect for the legislature; that's
where much of the action is, that's where the big resource decisions
are made. To be excluded from that processlis to be excluded from

a central process determining(who gets what. We don't think boards
can-or should be so excluded.

Finally we believe that it's possible to strengthen state
boards; we think they should be:strengthened and that this can be
done without eroding or removing important prerogatives from the

chief. To put it bluntly, we think both the board's and till' chief's

influence can and should go hand in hand, and our data Augges,ts

that. We also tried to measure the influence of chief state school
officers; again, it tended to run with influential boards. We

don't think it's a. zero-sun game. Out of these beliefs, Oen, let me
state ten of our recommendations. We have dthers, but we have 'ten

.
that represent modest proposals for strengthening state., boards.

(1) We recommend that state boards be constitutionally esta-
blished, be delegated broad discretionary authority for education
policy making by the legislature, including control over teacher
preparation and certification.

(2) We believe that state boards should be able to appoint
and remove the chief state school officer; we add to that our
belief that ''it should also include a systematic evaluation of the

chief's performance. In order for there to be sufficient time to

develop and implement progiams, the chief should serve a fixed
term and eve= recommend three years.

(4) We further recommend, because we're concerned about the
repAesentativeness.of state boards, that particular attention be

given to making this body broadly representative of the .different
interests and backgrounds of the state's citizens.

S) We further recommend that besides the customary reimburse-
.

ment for expenses, board members be compensated for their part-time
service at levels sufficient to allow more persons with modest



.incomes to serve on state boards. We think you people don't .

represent as matey Americans, as many groups, as you should.

That's our bias. We think that you should think hard. about how
that might be ,broadened. I guess it troubles me to look out
and not see as many blacks,, as many women; as many young folks

as I think I should in our audience. I think s..ta.t.e boards can
and should be important policy makers. And I guess my bias is
to a broadly representative body.

6) We further recommend that provisions be made for pre-
service and in-service training of state board members, especially
regarding their policy making relationships with legislators,
governorschiefs, and interest groups.

7) We recommend, at a rather general level, that the policy
role expectations_which board members hold 'for themselves and
for the chief state school. officer should beccarefully and
continually examined by, these officials, with the attempt being
to establish and maintain an appropriate balance between public
control and professional expertise in education policy" making.
We recognize the contending claims here and the different values

o reprpsented, and I guess what we're arguing for is balance. In some
cases we think the balance needs to be restored.

8) It is recommended that along with using institutional
mechanisms and dbpartment administrators, state board members
should develop channels of personal access to state lawmakers and
be willing to u::e these .channels actively in seeking to influence
educational legislation in accordance with'board policy. This is
not "an every man or every woman for himself or herself" recommenda-
tion, but it.suggests personal involvement in accordance with board
policy. Yes, I don't shy from the term lobbying, though I do-not
give to it all of its. perjorative connotations..

9) It is recomended that state board members be provided with
staff assistance to help in issue identification and in data analy-
sis. In some states persons from the office of the chief state
school officer might have sufficient independence to serve this
function. In at least a few states we recommend that staff assist-
ance independent of the office of the chief be employed. In no

case should these assistants assume any administrative functions
for the agency.

Gl

10) It is recomended that board officials and chiefs seek to
enhance public awareness of the state board. I guess we were
disturbed, not by public opinion palling, we didn't do any of it,
by polling of policy leaders at the state level, how many of Them
suggested they didn't know board members, didn't know what the board
did. We found this to be a disturbing finding. Public awareness is
most likely to be fostered if the state board focuses- its energies

on important policy issues and actively as well as openly seeks to
deal with them.
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In the governance report we make some recommendations for
chiefs. While many will disagree with us, we hope the recommenda-
tions will have utility in stimulating thinking about the office
and how people relate to it. Two recommendations, .however, -have
particulat relevande to, state boards, and I. conclude with these.
We recomend that chiefs and boards find new ways of enhancing their
partnership without diminishing the initiating role of the chief.
This' seems to us to mean that. the chief must more frequently begin
the development of -his' proposals from the express concern *of the
board members, that board members must more frequently offer. cons-
tructive criticism to the chief on his proposals, and that board
members must more frequently take, advocacy roles with governors
and legislatures. We further recommend that chiefs encourage
organization of their state boards to permit careful consideration
of policy questions. This may require, at least with large boards,.
some. kind cif committee structure, an adequate allocation of time
to board members, the establishment of agendas which- focus largely
on policy questions and less on implementation, and the provision
of pertinent-background data.

Th4t constitutes ten or so of the 20 plus recommendations we
make to conclude this report. The last thing we say in that report
is this: we didn't go ahead and try to dra4 one model for educa-
'tional governance, one blueprint that all states might find useful
at all times. We don't think there'is,any such blueprint. States
vary so. enormously in their needs and their stages of development,
their histories and personalities, that there is no one such model.
'Indeed, we would say even of our.own recommendations that we don't
look at them as applicable across all states and all times, but
as something to think about at a given point in time, by state
policy leaders, by the people who have to work with them and use
them. Thank you.

I

The Midas Touch

By

'Virginia Y. Trotter
4 Assistant Secretary for Education

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

r -

I want to compliment you on your theme, "Challenges to State
Board Effectiveness", It reflects,the earnestness of the National .

'Association of State Boards of Education to deal directly and
productively with issues most affecting the success of future
efforts of state boards.

In the last few months with so much traveling, I have
realized that the image of the federal government is that of a
gigantic bureaucracy, Ild"rillore than that, the image of a King
Midas -- a computer, a machine -- making and ,1- spending money, -

with very little sensitivity to the needs- of 'the individual.
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It is true that the federal` government is a gigantic machine
and a bureaucracy of budgets and management, but it is more than
that, it is people -- sensitive, concerned, creative., dedicated --
in trying to do the best they can -- to realize the goal of the
individual student reaching his or her higheSt potential.

.Our society's belief in the value of education is'stronger
than Over. The individual's quest for knowledge and understanding,
the desire to learn.to his or her fullest capacity are basic
values and one that together we can achieve.

There has never been, and I believe there should not be an
all-encompassing role for the federal government in this country
comparable to that-of a ministry of education--- where national
governments are charged with the responsibility of funding,.
-planning, and the managing of edu "ation. Rather, the federal
government has concerned itself with creating conditions under
which the educational needs of Ameiican society are most likely
to be met first hand, in the States.

Among the most significant parts of the Education Amendments
of 1974 in addition to training are, the provisions for advance
funding of various grants to states, This will do much to the
uncertainty that has characterized federal funding of education
programs'in recent years.

This is something the National Association of State Boards
of Education has long sought -- and helped to achieve.

Another very important component of the Amendments is that
they consolidate.a number of categorical programs supporting
libraries, educational innovation and other services. This gives
state boards and local education agencies much greater flexibility
and allows-them to determine their own priorities in these'areas.

The consolidation provisions of the. Amendments are a great
step.forward.in reform of educational legislation; but it is not
as far as we want to go. In the coming months, we expect to make
specific recommendations to Congress to consolidate the current
vocational education programs into a broader authority that will
give the states greater flexibility in the use of vocational
funds. r

Looking ahead, another one of our priorities is career
education

.t

It is our hope that every student will possess the skills
necessary to prepare him or her for a successful career. It is
my personal feeling that career education should also give each
student the necessary skills to live life to his or her .fullest
capacities. It is education for living.
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Another greitt responsibillty of state boards for implement-
ing-legislation concerns Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972. Title IX prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex .

-for all- educational programs benefiting from federal financial
,

assistance. I

We lieve in a world filled with preconceived 'concepts of ,
masculinity-feminity. From earliest childhood we have our diffe-
rent roles sharply outlined for ms. Children's aspirations deve-
lop at a very early age. Through the visual stimuli of mass

--:communication, through the interaction with role models, through
direct and indirect verbal messages; children learn who is smart --
-who is powerful -- who can be creative -- who can be independent --
who will be successful -- who will, fail.

We 'can be sure that thousands of women across our country
will not be satisfied with the status quo in educational and
employment opportunity. Whether or not there will he changes
in counseling techniques, textbooks, curriculum and so on will
depend a great deal on how you provide the facilixating structure
for change.

Education is now one of the five largest sectors in the
national economy, employing over 7 percent of the civilian labor
force; currently $96.3 billion,. roughly 7.5 percent"of the nation's
gross product is committed to%the schooling of the nation's
'59 million'students. The policies of the education commdnity*will,
therefore, affect the general economy, as well as be affected by it.

As educators and administrators you have recognized inflation
is just one more input in the ever-increasing complexity of our
social and technological systems. 'It becomes more difficult, but
more 'essential than ever before -- to provide an education. through
which the individual can come to grips with his\or her own values,
with those of his or her society and with those of the broader
world beyond. Educators must provide a steadily widening base:on
which a person can continue to learn and grow as an individual
regardless of age. Helping people to learn, helping people to
cope, to diagnose and analyze, and to solve their own problems
are the major challenges to both' the federal government and the
States.

We are only beginning to effect change--and it will take much
time and effort. The Midas Touch--Yes--but even more important- -
the human touch--to make it work. Men and women who know that
the educational destinies of the student, thi teacher, the adminis-
trator, the guidance counselor, the institution, the State and the
Federal government are identical. The human touch--yes--together
to achieve,individualityi life planning, productivity, joy in

achievement of goals and the sense of well-being in the home, the
community, the country
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In two years we will be celebrating our 200th birthday, the
great leaps of creative intelligence that pushed back...the American
frontier must now be put to work on the.most magnificent project
of all--men and women working together----creating a human environ-
went. Congenial not just to the physical presence but to the
human spirit.

Race and Higher Education in America

by

Kenneth B. Clark
N.Y. State Board of Regents

I cannot pretend to be objective nor promise to `be clear
in expressing my feelings about higher education. These barriers
to objectivity and clarity are made even more difficult to hurdle
when one who is black dares to discuss the compound problem of
higher education and race'in America.

In every complex society, education is viewed and used as
the chief instrument by which stratification is maintained or
mobility facilitated. This opportunity for mobility through
education is the substance of the American promise of a functional-
ly classless democracy.

The role of equal educational opportunity as the key to a
functional democracy in America has been complicated from the

- 'beginning of American history by the permeating fact of American
racism.

The most concrete manifestation of the continuing dominance
of racial considerationS in the educational process is to be found
in the existence of segregated, bi-racial elementary aid higher
educational school systems which were supported by law prior to
the Brown decision of May,. 1954 and. which persist in- fact through-
out the nation up to the present':''

It is in fact ironic that in the last quarter of the 20th -

century - -there remains the anachronism of qualifying educational
institutions and educational goals in terms of the sta*k, trlbal
superstitions of race. It is odd that we, as educatorslAtt this

period of human historyma-t-ter=bf=gac'tly, without embarrassment
or apology, still talk about "vihitel schools" and "black schools,"
"white colleges" and "black colleges."

On May 17, 1954 the United States Supreme Court under the
leadership of the late Justice Earl Warren arrived at this ultimate,

logical, legal, educational, psychological, and moral conclusion
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"that separate educational facilities are inherently 'unequal."
The 'clear educational implications of that decision are 1) that
there is no place in a democracy for a bi-racial educational
system; 2) that given the history, of 4merican racism and the
contemporary realities, segregated education at the elementary,
college, university, and professional school levels are non-
adaptive anachronisms which not only violate the prothises of
democracy, but also contaminate the fundamental goals of education;
3) that any form of segregated school is a concrete manifestation
of the inherent .inequity, the superstition and the myth of racism;

and 4) that segregated school perpetuate this dangerous, undemocra-
tic; cruel, and dehumanizing myth--and damage all of the human
beings who are forced' to be involved in any way with them.

If there are .no other indications of, the profound effects of
racially contaminated education, the fact that educators remained
silent, defaulted-Oil this most significant educational and human
issue, while lawyers in the courts and civil rights organizations
were forced to take the initiative, this in itself would be
sufficient evidence.

This disturbing fact is reinforced,,by the added embarrassment
of the number of 'educators and educational officials who assumed
the role of apologists aqd :defenders of racially segregated schools.
Some of these educators defended their apologetic roles on the
ground of realism which required them to pesensitive to the wishOs
of the majority and particularly to be responsive to political
officials whom they believed had the power to determine their

destiny.

For the most part American educators , 4ducational officials,
educational organizations, and local and state boards of education
did not or were not able to define the process, the objectives, and
the goals of democratic. education in the 2'Oth century in the clear,
moral, and ideological termss, which would on the face be' contradictive
of 'the pervasive and vulgar superstition of race'. On the contrary,`-
they accepted, either by their silence.or by active advocacy, the
contamination ortohe educational process by the constrictive,
intellectual, and' moral poisons of perAiailye An racism. In

doing so they are accessories; to the crime of infecting, generations
ofTAmerican children with this debilitating disease.

One would have expected that after the Brown decision of 1954
that educators would'have been encouraged to become involved, even
though belatedly, in the democratization of American education.
In spite of gains ,which, paradoxically, for theimost part are to
be found in the southern states, there remain mrsistent, rigid,
pervasive patterns.of racial contamination in American education.

There is a continuation of not only the semantics but the fact
of "white "" schools and colleges. .It is considered normal to talk.
about "black schools," "black colleges."
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The function of education is tb free the humanimind of the
tyranny of superstition. Were it not for racism there would be
no need for white colleges'or black colleges, There would be
.colleges devoted to.the,heroic role of seeking to free the human
mind, the human spirit, and human creativity from constrictive
and, in a nuclear age, ultimately daugerqus tribalism and
parochialism.

In recent years, the symptoms of racial contamination of
4 American higher education tend to take more subtle fotms. One

Of the cleNrest examples of- these not very subtle forms of, racial
contaminat on are the "black studies courses, black studies divir
sions, and the black.stddies departments which sprung up during
the past decade like weeds after a prolonged rainfall. Almost
invariabl they suffer from the same inevitable symptoms of the.
more hone t, traditional forms of segregation; namely, separate
and infer or. Aside from the inherent condescension and conscious
or.uncons sous racism of such explanations, which all too frequent-

are of ered by well-intentioned individuals who would iesent
any classification of them as even unconscious racists, it is
;this obs' rver's opinion that educational administrators and boards
Pof direc ors who permit such segregated facilities within allegedly
dntegfat d educational institutions are violating the law and,the
ICanstitu ion of the United States.

It j.s the r'sponsibility of those charged with this most impor.
.tent funiction.of defining and guiding the educational goals of a
sociemyito be clear about those goals. Ftom the perspective of
this observer this difficult and imperative function cannot be
performed by educational officials who succumb to tie prevailing
prejudices and limitations of their students and the general
public.

C
When educators and educational officials are able ..to mobilize

the courage to meet this complex and difficult problem of the
contamination ofz. American. education by. American racism, they will
be' free of $he pretentious postures of such allaged educational
programs as open enrollment and the various forts of "'enrichment"
,programs for the culturally deprived. They will then be prepared
lto.addres's themselves to such fundamental educational pursuits
as providing a sound, solid, morally effective education foi all
of °lit students without regard to their color or religious or
other artificial classification which man insists upon imposing
upoii himself..

.

We must understand and accept the challenging fact that the
function, of education is to help man.deal more constructively with
the inevitable embarrassment inherent in his self-consciousness
and the incipient awareness of the limitations, the fragility of
his own being.

4
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I ask you as fellow educators and fellow educational offi-

cials to take your divine responsibilities so seriously as, to

assume all the necessary risks to fulfill them; to take e-our

students .and our felloK.man. so seriously as to stand up for our

values; °to state "them clea4lt! to insist upon them in spite of

conflict and controversy and the strong 'possibility of reprisals.

\Our genuine values are worth' these.risks. The altprnativei:-the
dominanceffl.of even the, most sophisticated forms of ignorance and

social superstitiondreocataistrophic in .a nuclear age.:

0
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Mini -Conference. Evaluation

Questions

1. This workshop provided Useful infora-
tion in understanding the role of the'
state board member., .

Th e. address concerpkng ihCrole of
state.board member was informative

and of assistance in understanding the
. 'responsibility in decision making.

2The'ript given for new board members
in the afternoon address were valuable
in anticipating situations which a new
board member will encounter.

&'4. The morning and afternoon sessions
provided a worth4hile opportunity. for
.group discussion in which individuals.
board -members could ask and resolve rk.,
questions concerning board 'membership.

S. The time provided for the day's .

activities was well planned and used
adequately for the intended purpose.

The facilities for the day's workshop
_were .comfortahle and adequate.

The range of issues, situitioni and
problems handed you adequately
portrayed 'real problems faced by
State board members.

,

Responses
Minimal. Average Excellent
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1 . " 17

.

16
if

.
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.
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1 9
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/ 21

9 23

Could the afternoon session have been more productive? If so,
how?

a.' Some guidance from people in business--allow for different
board procedures in how they look at questions.

b. Yes. Drastically reduce the number of questions arid possible
variables. Confine the questions to, the ones most popular
-tKis- year. I have-participated in a number' of these and
think the best was where the chair assigned the tppic. Each
participant was permitted to talk hile the recorder wrote
down the fist, of his views. The whole period was timed. At
the conclusion each recorder made a short (4-5) minute report
of what the views w.-re to. the recalled or resumed full meeting.



c. The work atmosphere in the ballroom was not conducive to
discussion because of the sound..

d. This wrl probably the most'productiVe part.
V

e,, Very good - six such comments.

f. Should have allowed more time for afternoon session.

g. Not sure, but moderator did not lead toward either consensus
or summation'. Discussion, therefore, lacked direction.

h. Fewer subjects--discussed in more depth.

i. I appieciated the opportunity to get down to grass roots
discussion of iriVividual state concerns.

11/4

j. Only additional time.

k. 1 think it was good--out group was a little small.

Would you offer suggestions for future conferences of this
.nature?

a. Maybe some better way to communicate between chief state
school officers and NASBE.

b. A process of continual training for board members would be
helpful. More ipdepth discussion and training than 1 day will
alloW. ;

c. I feel it should not be limited to new members. All members
need re-education during their tenure.

d. Period for questioning speakers was too short. However, if
the question period is extended, you stand: the risk of having
insufficient questions from the audience.

e. More small group discussions. I believe nearly 1/2 of
the workshop could have been focused on small group
functions.

Very well structured. Good opportunity for personnel
exchange of ideas.

Perhaps at a new member (board) workshop, a veteran
board member could have satin on the group_ discussions

and suggestedAdeas ileaned.from his own personal
experiences as aboard member.

Material like Mr. McBtide's address should be mailed in
advance for study before the mini - conferences.
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i.. Somehow directing discussion toward strategy and effective-
ness and steering away from i4dividual parochial concerns.`

. How 'about an information clinic in which board ,members
could consult experts in areas?

k. Let the group se.t up priority questions to discuss.

1. More substantive issues rather than all procedural.

m. Please don't schedule tours diming the same time as the
session.

10. Overall Worksho0 Evaluation

Mediocre Good Sun erb

11 21 13
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Convention Evaluation

I. Rating of most interesting speakers by rank order

1. Flannery
2. Bell
3. Chisholm
4. Peyser
S. Mazzoni
6. Bittenbender
7. Selden

II. Rank order of most effective sessions
0

tie 1. Challenges to State 'Boards: The Impact of Recent Court

Decisions Flannery)

' tie 2. State Boards Examined and Found Wanting

(Mazzoni)

3. A Dialogue'on Three Major Issues
(Lierheimer, Selden, Salmon, Bittenbender)

4. The Challenges of Educational Leadership:, State

Boards and Results Oriented Management (Bell)

45. Sex Bias Legislation in Education, The Future of

Federal Support for,Education, and Influencing Educa\

tional Legislation in Congress (Chisholm and Peyser)

Overall Convention Rating

Mediocre Good
I- 1

I v

I

-1

13 29

Superb

.4

Suggestions for Future Conventions

1. "More small groups discussions." (17 people agreed)

2. "More reactor type sessions with truly representative

reactors-."

3. "More .r questions and answers."

4. "Alternative schools as a topic."

S. "Continue to secure such top-notch leaders and speakers

as were. in evidence."
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6. ti ference couldn't have been better, continue the
same format: (S people agreed). '.

MP.

7. "Many people in conversation have wondered how effectively
any good gained at _conferences has of sifting down to
the kids."

8. "Discuss the idea "can state boards influence the quality
of local boards?" %

9. "Present two or more sides on controversial issues."
(2 people agreed).

`10. "Use more visual aids."

11. "Leave more exciting program-for last day of conference
if better attendanCe is exp'ected."

12. "Provide adequate floor microphones so that floor speakeis
can be heard.," (4 people agreed).

13. "Topic: (1) Review all Federal legislation, and (2) Concern
of effect of "Outside" forces on appointments and election
of State Board Meetings."

14./411;;e*-superb hosts like the New York Board of Regents."

1S. "Maybe have'small group breakfast groups to talk at
random about what is going on iii each state."

16. "Plan several sessions at one time by issue so that there
would be some choice."

17. "HdVe discussions on integration-and full state funding."

18: "Send agenda out in advance."

19. "More workshops."

20. "Not so many speakers from the federal level." C.

V. Some Quotes from Convention Evaluations

1. "I would like to spend more time to discuss various
problems concerning different state board members sugges-
tions. to educate outsiders from far away places.

2. "I feel the workshops have been a great experience as
always. 'I look forward to next year."

3.-"No Oestions about banquet speakers? Does this reflect
tie factsthat at a dinner like this the audience doesn't
really want a speaker to say anything? So why have a
serious one?"



4. "Speakers challenging with relevant topics. However,
I got a little tired of hearing. NASBE leaders tell us

how great we are. We shouldn't have to be constantly
pattinC:ourselves on the back."

5. "Very warm thanks to the New York Regents for hosting

us in splendid style." (10 people agrOed).

. ,."Member participation was lacking for the most part
especially in light of the enthusiasm and desire to
share and be shared with."

7. "Well-organized-goill spirit." (7 people agreed):

`8. . "Many people commented that convention was stimulating
and produced many challenges to NASBE organization."

9. "Get off the omen's lib bit." .

10. "A new high in workshops." (2 people agreed).

11. "Need to work toward more perfdrmance related performance."

12. :'Good to have seen a teacher leader on the program. This

is a rare happening."

13. "Exceptionally well-organized and well run. Some topics

treated too superficially and failed to focus_ ova the

roles, responsibilities etc. of State Board Members."

14. "What effect on youth?"

15. "Less lecture more participation"

" 16. "Didn't feel adequately'prepared to participate in

convention."

17. "Choir was superb." (3 people agreed).

18. "Condense time in days to enable greater participation.
Everything was expensive."



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF EDUCATION
2480 West 26th Avenue, Suite 21S-B

Denver, Colorado 80211

MINUTES

Annual Business Meeting
October 9, 1974

New York Hilton Hotel
New York, N.Y.

The Annual Business Meeting of the National Associa-
tion of State Boards of Education was called to order at
0:00 a.m. ely President Richard L. Bye. A roll call made
of all 'the voting delegates by Cynthia Cunningham, the
Credentials Committee Chairman; showed 42 states and
territories present and 13 absent at the meeting.

Proposed Budget 1974-7S

Esther R. Landa,,the.Secretary-Treasurer read the
financial report and the projected budget for 1974-7S.

William P. Bittenbender of New Hampshire moved,
seconded by Carl H. Tforzheimerc Jr-. -o-f-New- York th-e
acceptance of the proposed budget for 1974-7S. Motion
carried:

By-Laws Committee Report

Robert H. McBride explained the proposed change in
the by-law's. William P. Bit tenbender of New Hampshire
moved, seconded by Carl H. Pforzheimer, Jr. of New York
that the by-laws be amended. Passed 23 to 20. Motion
carried.

Edward S. Bopp of Louisiana moved, seconded by
William- Kemp of Texas that the 197S annual convention
be held in New Orleans, Louisiana. Motion carried.

Resolutions Committee Report

'James M. Connor, Chairman of the Resolutions Commit-
tee, read the resolutions (appended along with supplementary
report).
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74-1-A. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,

seconded by Edward S. Bopp.. The motion carried.

74-1-B. James M. ,Connor moved acceptance of resolution

as amended in supplementary report, seconded by William

P.- Bittenbender, so as to read: "The legally constituted
state education agency should receive, administer, and

be held accountable for .general federal education revenue
sharing funds with responsibility for specific expenditures
determined by local school districts where needs are best

evaluated." The amendmenCpassed.

74-1-C. James' M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution as

amen ed in supplenentary report', seconded by Edward S. Bopp,

so as to read, "Federal revenue sharing funds must be dis-

tributed on an equitable basis, considering state and local

financial resources, need, and effort." The motion was

carried.

74-I-D. James M. Connor moved acceptance.of resolution,
seconded by Edward \S. Bopp. -The motion was -carried.

74-1-E. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution

as amended in supplementary report, seconded by Edward

S. Bopp. The motion was carried.

74-1-F. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion was carried.

74- --Taite-VICronnor -moved- accept-an-ceefre-s-o-lut-i-on,

seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion was carried.

74-1-H. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion was carried.

74-1-1. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion was carried.

Pat Hunt moved, seconded by William P. Bittenbender

that the minutes should not use the word. "unanimously"
in recording the action on resolutions, since some
delegates have been instructed by their states to abstain

from voting.

..74-1-J. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution

as amended in supplementary report, seconded by Carl: H.

Pforzheimer, Jr., so as to read: "Adequate funding should

be assured for -the National Institute of Education and the

National Assessment of Educational Progress."



74-1-K. James M. Connor moved acceptance of a new reso-
rt7ra, seconded by Dorothy Ballard, so as to read,
"Federal laws and guidelines for impact aid funds should
grant states authority to consider the full amount of
P,. L. 874 funds in the determination 0 local resource
funds for those states which have a state equalization
finance formula." Motion was carried with-New York
abstaining.

74-2-A. James M. Connor moved acceptance of -resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

74-2-B. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

74-2-C. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Emlyn I. Griffith. MOtion carried.

74-2-D. Dorothea ~Cheigren moved a new amendment, seconded
by Carl H. Fforzheimer, so as to read: "Equal opportunity
for quality education should be the goal of desegregation/
integration programs; transportation of pupils should be
considered as on of the tools in achieving this goal."
Motion was carried.

74-2-E. Steve Garrett moved a new amendment, seconded by
William P. Bittenbender, so as to read: "While recognizing
that fiscal responsibility is essential, 'NASBE requests

--!-that the number and complexity O. reports to federal agen-
cies be reduced and simplified to ensure that the highest
possible proportion of money is :,spent for direct educational
services." Motion was defeated.

James `M. Connor moved acceptance of the entire section
of 74-2, seconded `by Patrick N. Williams. Motion carried.

74-3-A. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution as
amen ed in supplementary report, seconded by Edward 'S. Bopp,

so as to read: "State boards of education, in conjunction
with state agencies constitutionally empowered, should
assume leadership roles in revising educational funding
systems to provide an equal educational opportunity, for
each child :regardless of residence." The motion s..
carried.

74-3-B. Japes M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S, Bopp. Motion was carried.

VI
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74-3-C. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution
as amended in supplementary report, seconded by Edward
S. Bopp, so as to read: "Program and fiscal support
should be provided by the states to school districts
containing a high concentration of children with problems
such as health, cultural deprivation, and famiry support
when these problems affect low academic achievement.":

Dorothea Chelgrenmoved an amendment, seconded by
William P. Bittenbender to change the words of the
'supplementary report so as to read, " Program and fisFcal
support should be prolfided by the states to schbol districts
containing a high concentration of children with problems
when these problems affect low academic achievement."
The Motion to amend was defeated.

, Calvin J. Hurd moved an amendment, seconded by
Esther R. Landa to subStitute for the language of "academic
achievement" the phrase "educational objectives", so as
to read, "Program and fiscal support should be provided
by the states" to school districts containing a high concen-
tration'of children ,with problems such as health, cultural
differences, and family support when these problems affect
achievement of educational objectives." The motion'to
amend is carried.

?I?

74-3-D. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolutioris
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

74-3-E. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp.

James M. Connor moved acceptance of the° entire section
of 74-13, seconded by. Patrick N. Williams. Motion carried
by majority vote.

74-4-A. James M. Connor moved, acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. MiCition carried.

1111.

74-4-8. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

74-4-C. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution
iiiiinded In supplementary report, seconded by Patrick
N. Williams, so as to read: "Equal opportunity for employ-
ment and advancement in state and local agencies should be
assured to qualified persons without regard to sex, race,
national origin, religious or political affiliation."
Motion carried.
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74-4-D.. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution
as amended in supplementary report, seconded by Edward
S. Bbpp, so as to read, "State and local boards should
provide appropriate channels for student participation
indecision-makinv" Motion carried.

\James M. Connor moved the adoption of the entire
sectiOn of 74-4, seconded by William P. Bittenbender.
Motion carried.

'74-S-A. \James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Carl H. Pforzheimer, Jr. Motion passed by
a 23 to S.

74-S-B. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edv(ard S. Bopp. Motion was carried.

74-5-C. James W. Connor moved acceptance of resolution
as amended in supplementary report, seconded by Edward
S. Bopi5 so as to read, "State Boards should continually
review professional certification requirements and make
changes as indicated,with competency-based certification
as one of the goals.". Motion carried.

74-5-D. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution
as amended in suppleMentary report, seconded by Edward.S.
Bopp, so as to read, "Because tenure and continuing
contract laws tend to stress job security at the expense
of quality education, state and local boards should review
such laws and consider reform, while safeguarding fair
dismissal procedures for teachers and administrators."
Motion carried.

74-5-E. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,.
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Wtion was carried.

4 74-S-F. William P. Bittenbender moved a proposed resolu-
tion, seconded by Patrick N. Williams, so as to read,
"State boards of education should study the question of

;

collective bargaining stutes or regulations a may be
appropriate for their individual state.," Motio carried.

... James M. Connor moved the adoption 'of the entire 74-5,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried..

James M. Connor moved, seconded by Carl H. Pforzheimer,
Jr. to adopt the preamble..

a



\74-6-A. "James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bop., Motion carried.

74-6-B. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resiolution
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried. /

\,/

74-6-C. James'M. Connor moved acceptande of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

74-6-D. James M. Connor moved the adoption of the new
resolution, seconded by Edward S. Bopp, so as to read:

k "Appropriate programs should be initiated or expanded to
'meet the needs of all handicapped children:" Motion
carried.

4 James M. Connor moved the change of all letters
after d, seconded\by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

_

74-6-E. James M. 'Connor moved the adoption of the resolu-
IT3FTs amended in supplementary report, seconded by Carl
H. Fforzheimer, Jr. so as to read: "Career Education,
as integral part of the educational program, should
develop respect for work, workers and employers, motivation
to learn by emphasizing the satisfaction in-ussful and
stimulating careers, and awateaess of alternative careers."
Motion carried.

74-6-F. James M. Connor Moved acceptance of resolution,
-seconded-by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

74-1-6-G. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
as amended in'supplementary report, seconded by Catherine
V.A. Smith, so as to read, "An understanding or economic
principles is essential for every citizen;%its correlate,
consumer education is necessary for all students in order
to prepare them to be intelligent in the use of goods
and services and in personal financial management."'
Motion to amend is carried. Mption is adopted.

74-6,H. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried..

74-6.1. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by. Edwiard S. Bopp. Mo4tion carried.

04-6-J. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
- as amended.in supplementary report, seconded by Edward S.
Bopp, so -as to read, "Early childhood education should

7°:

s.
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--startas early in life *as proven desirable by research
and experiences especially for children with special
needs. It should be family-based where Rossible."
Motion carried.

74-6-K. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resoluticifi
as amended in suppkementary report\, seconded by Richard
L. Hilborn, spa as to reads,-"EnIFfronmen-tal education should

,emphasize .the need to .avoid- misuse of natural resources
and preserve the natural quality of life but should be
balanced by recognition of mankind's need or natural
resources, energy,. food, goods, and services." Motion
Carried.;

74-6-L4 .James 74.. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
riZaaid by Edgard S. Bopp.. Motion carried.

74 -6 -M. James M. Connor. moved acceptance of resolution ,

as amended in supplementary report, seconded by Edward.
a S. ,Bopp, so as to read, "Both .comprehensive. health services.

and health education for all students. must stress causes,'
prevention and cures of .major national problem "areas such
as alcohol and drug abuse and venereal disease." Motion

74-6-N. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
seconded by William P. Bittenbender. Motion carried.

74-6-0. James M. Connor moved acceptance of resolution,
se hoc by-Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

74-6-P.-: James M. Connor' moved acceptance of resolution,
iic6714ed by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

74 -6 -Q. A new resolution was proposed by4atherine V.A.
Smith to be added as 74-6-Q, seconded by Edward S. Bopp*
so as to read, "Educational materials and programs should
be ,.free of bias for or against persons.on the basis of
races -sex, national origin, or religion."

James M. Connor moved the adoption of the encire
resolution 74 -6, seconded by Edward S. Bopp. Motion
carried.

74 -7 -A.. James M. Connor moved acceptance, of resolution*
iiaTie/d by Edward S. Bopp. Motion. carried.
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74-7-B. James M.- Connor moved acceptance ;of resolution,,
Trailed by Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.

74-7-C. James M. Connor moved acceptance oi resolution,
'seconded by 'Edward S. Bopp. Motion carried.,

..Apotion by ,Genevieve Klein of New York to strike
411 of 74-7 was, lost

James M. Connor moved the adoption of the entire:
74-70 seconded -by Edward' S.- Bopp. Motion carried.

Courtesy Resolution. A courtesy-resolution (appended)
was read by James M. Connor. Resolution passed by'
acclamation. .

S. .

!sport of Nominatiu Committee. Virla R. Krotz, Chairman
of the-Nominating Committee, read the slate of nominated
ifficarl: Shecmoved accepgance of the report, seconded
y M. R. R. Manz -of North Carolina and askrd that the
ecretary-Treasirer cast- a unanimous ballo. for- the slate

and that the new officers bd declLrad el.l.ted. The

,motion carried.

Richard L. Bye _thanked the AreA Vice-Presidents and
;the directors-at-large of NASBE for-the.wonderful work
they did during 1973-74. He al 44 thanked all the members
of the various committees for sell the work done during
the sae year.
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COURTESY RESOLUTION

Adopted at the 1974. Annual' Busineis Meeting
of the National Association of State Boards of Education

New York City, October 9, 1974 to

9

,
WHEREAS, the Regents of the State of New York have

set the.stage for this NASBE convention, and

WHEREAS, they have provided a backdrop of superb
autumn weather and the exciting City of New York, and

WHEREAS, they have directed the production with
grace and skip., and

WHEREAS, they have producipd it with warmth and
generosity, \46

THEREFORE, BE IT itESOLVED that the members of
1ASBE declare this a hit production and applaud ..its
direptor and producers with a standing ovation,.

go,

..-'7c7°.
% _
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF EDUCATION
Proposed Budget

November. 1, 1974 - October 31, 1975

ESTIMATED INCOME

Dues outstanding $ 100,000
Estimated Interest Income

Total estimated income $ 102,500

EXPENDITURES

Headquarters Staff:

Executive Secretary ?Salary $ 24,000
Administrative-Assistant Salary 8,000
Temporary & part-time help 1,000
Employee Benefits (1) . /8,800
1/2 time person for publications

and arrangements 4,000 .

Headquarters Maintenance:

Office Rent , 5,000
Office Expense (2) .

a, Services & Expendables 4,600
b. .Capital expenditures 800
C. Postage 1 2,000
d. Reproduction 2,000

Audit - 500
Bond insurance 300

Travel:

Officers, Board, Staff, Commjttees 21,000

Publications:

FOCUS and Interim Newsletters'i 5,000
k

AUgmented services to members (Research
for states, backup materials for
hearings and legislation, visits to
State. Boards\on requests, etc.) 7,000

Meetings:

Annual Convention 3,400
In- service, Conferences and meetings 4,000

Contingency Reserve (3)

TotAl expenditures

NOTE: (1) Includes Social Security Tax
(2) Includes maintenance and repair of equipment
(3) Does not include part savings

Estimated income from grants, donations,publication
sales

$ 102,500.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF. EDUCATION
2430.West 26th Avenue, Suite 215 -B

c%,A Denver, Colorado 80211

o

FINANCIAL REPORT - BUDGET YEAR 1973-74

November

Dues
,Interest and Other Income

1973 to September 30, 1974

Executive Secretary
Clerical Salary
Employee Benefits
Office Rent
Office Expense
Travel
Publications
Annual Convention
Area Conferences (in-
cluding unbudgeted
income)

,Audit
Bond insurance
Contingency Reserve

Budget Collected

$ 77,850.00 $ 76,900.00
2,000.00' 4,044.74.

$ 79,850.00 $ 80,944.74

EXPENSES

BalariteExpended

$ 24,900.00
6,875.00
.3,446.18
3,794.23

$ 300.00
625.00

1,653.82
465.77

10710.69 (1,510.69).
21,709.68 , (4,709.68)
4,531.30 ( 131.30)

2,500.00

5,812.21 (1,812.21)
450.00 -0-
-0- 275.00
-0- 1,025.00

Bu1ge t

$ 25,20400
7,500.04
5,100.0
4,200.00
8,200.00

17,1000.00
4,400.00
2,500.00

4,000.00
450.00
275.00.

1,025.00........-----..

$ 81,229.29 $ (1,379.29) $ 79,85040


